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THE NEW ELECTRONIC 
BANKING  

ON BLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGY

The only thing that is safe in the technology industry is 
change. 

-Marc Benioff. 
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ABSTRACT 

From our point of view and the entire cryptographic 
community, the lack of innovation within the field of 
financial heritage management, means we remain 
anchored to the past. The opportunity that is being 
offered to us to start being part of the leaders of 
the new digital era has never been so great and 
enormously beneficial for all. 


This access to technological modernization 
manages to alter the commercial models of the 
banks themselves by significantly reducing costs 
and greatly boosting market share gains through 
the digital acquisition of customers. 


In the next two years the new generation of the 
millennium will begin and we will be adapted to all 
the technologies that digital evolution brings us. 


We can confirm that cryptocurrencies, little by little, 
are classified as a class of assets and that there 
are not many customized investment solutions or 
qualified financial advisors available to the 
cryptographic community. Only a few have the 
necessary knowledge to manipulate them 
minimizing risk .and very few are prepared to tune 
in to one of the greatest digital achievements in 
history. In short, we should rebuild the entire 
centralized and obscure financial system like the 
one we have had to date, through a fully 
transparent and decentralized system.


Lux Ant Digital maintains a Business Continuity 
Plan, fully being analyzing and developed 
previously, which includes crisis communications, 
whether it be informational systems, support 
services or operations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As we can see, the integration of the banking industry and the innovation in the digital era is 
obstructed by monetary malpractice by the centralized financial system. Demonstrating a 
reluctant attitude to the acceptance of the new digital technology. 


This means that only a few can have access to wealth management by specialized companies. All 
this limitation, forces us to grow in an elitist and separatist world and we end up playing part in 
this monopoly. 


Firstly, cash continues to be the predominant form of money, especially in developing economies, 
although we know that this will not change in the next ten years. Secondly, electronic and digital 
money is gaining more and more popularity. And thirdly, new types of money could be demanded 
in the not too distant future as technology advances so rapidly. It seems that it is not easy to 
accept the new change by the centralized monetary system, but it is observed that there is a lot of 
tendency to accept it by the client. 


The reality is that there is an urgent need in our society, where the benefits of the banking system 
should happen to everyone, and not just to a few. It has been observed for years that this pattern 
of decentralization predominates in an interrupted manner. 


Today, we can meet many people who share this thought and discuss several solutions to the 
problem. Our response to so much uncertainty leads us to the conclusion of making the leap to 
the new digital age. We can say that we are entering a new world where the DAO -Decentralized 
Autonomous Organization- presents an alternative independent governance of human influence, 
leaving it in the hands of something much simpler, more transparent and more reliable such as 
smart contracts. These are just some lines of open code that all users can review and decide if 
they agree, or not, before proceeding with its execution. 


The history of banking began with the bank prototype about 4000 years ago. With which we can 
say that the modernization that has come since then has not been entirely consistent with the era 
in which we live in. In 1973 the first call could be made from a mobile phone, and it was as a 
result of this when we began to familiarize ourselves with this technology.  As the years go by, a 
system of free and unlimited messaging with innovative projects is created that makes us believe 
in the evolution of adapted technology in the time in which we find ourselves. 


Having said that, ¿why does everything that encompasses the centralized banking system 
continue to this day, with the same method as thousands of years ago? 


Since 2009 Blockchain has become a potentially disruptive technology. Its task is to execute as a 
ledger of transactions distributed throughout the computing network. This network is in charge of 
tracking together an immutable record of transactions among other functions, which are mainly 
offered by banks. 


The combination of the algorithms with the smart contracts will allow completely new financial 
services, which, the entire cryptographic community and its new members that arrive on a daily 
basis, wait for anxiously. 


The companies or individuals that adopt a focused approach within the community around 
truthfulness and a democratic infrastructure, where investment services will always be delivered 
according to the expectations of the community, these will be the leaders of tomorrow.  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PROBLEMS 

PROBLEMS FOUND 
 

 
 

1. Many people have lost control over their own heritage, which is limited by the Central Banks.

2. Since the poorest or lowest standards of living of the population, we have observed that they 

have been excluded due to the costs which are higher than the income that these can 
generate.


3. A third part of the world population is unbanked.

4. Nowadays, if you are unbanked, you can only use cash, which limits you in many negotiations 

such as sending money, requesting micro-lendings, saving and even managing big purchases. 
izar envíos de dinero, solicitar micro-préstamos, ahorrar e incluso gestionar grandes compras.


5. The Central Banks are unable to end with the previous problems due to these high costs.


1

2

3

4
5
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FINTECH Vs TRADITIONAL BANK

It is not a question of a new discovery, 
but of a reality. Every day we face 
thousands of monetary disadvantages 
worldwide, from accounts being 
blocked due to irrelevant reasons, 
excesses of commissions for any type 
of account maintenance or cards, high 
interest rates in loans and/or 
mortgages, even for any movement of 
the balance or transfer, an abuse of 
charges is generated by the Central 
Banks. And because of all this, and 
because there isn’t an alternative, we 
see ourselves obliged to continue 
using the financial system set.

“Raising a change of the current 
financial industry as a fight, such as 
David against Goliath, and Fintech 

against the traditional banking 
system, this is not a correct 

exposition, as it does not succeed 
in the diagnosis of the situation”.  

The real threat to the financial 
traditional sector is neither the new 
techno log ica l compan ies , no r 
regulation or the negative interest 
rates. The new habits of the users are 
the ones that can knock down the 
current business models.
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FINANCIAL EXCLUSION 

In spite of being a relatively new concept in 
the academic world and in the area of the 
public policies, the term of financial 
exclusion was used for the first time in 1994 
to show the process of retreating in the 
fi n a n c i a l i n s t i t u t i o n s o f t h e m o s t 
disadvantageous environments and the 
widespread closings of bank branches in 
these zones in disadvantage of some 
countries (Leyshon, 1994). In 1995, the 
World Bank confirmed that everybody 
s h o u l d h a v e a c c e s s t o t h e b a n k 
transactions, savings accounts, access to 
the credits and to the insurance services, 
and to be able to request all types of 
financial services.


RISK FACTORS


It is demonstrated as a dominant factor of risk the spatial and geographical aspects:  

The removal of some bank entities in some areas, difficulty of access in the rural zones 
or in zones of low population density, etc. This reality can be seen in our closest 
geographical environment. 

 A study by the British entity Joseph Rowntree Foundation identified the following groups 
as especially vulnerable to the financial exclusion: 

• Unemployed people 
• Young women without a job, education or formation 
• Tenants of council houses 
• Single-parent or divorced families 
• With disability, mental health or drug addictions 
• Prisoners, ex-prisoners or relatives of prisoners 
• Members of ethnic minorities 
• Immigrants 
• Asylum seekers and refugees 
• Homeless 
• Old age pensioners 
• Women 
• People with basic/simple bank card 
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Financial education

- 1ST PRINCIPAL: The financial education has to actively promote itself and must be available in all 
the stages of life constantly.  
 
- 2nd PRINCIPAL: The programs of financial education have to be carefully monitored so that they 
satisfy all the needs of the citizens. 
 
- 3rd PRINCIPAL: The consumers must receive education and knowledge on the financial and 
economic matters as soon as possible, starting from school.  

- 4th PRINCIPAL: The plans of financial education must include general instruments of awareness 
regarding the need to improve the comprehension of the problems and financial risks.  
 
-5th PRINCIPAL: The financial education that they are given by the lenders of financial services 
must be contributed in an equitable, transparent and impartial way. 
 
–6th PRINCIPAL: The instructors in this field have to possess the adequate formation and the 
adapted resources to give such courses on financial education in a fruitful and confident way. 
 
- 7th PRINCIPAL: One must promote the national coordination of the interested parties in order to 
obtain a clear definition of functions, to facilitate the exchange of experiences and to rationalize 
and prioritize resources. 

- 8th PRINCIPAL: The providers of the financial services of education have to evaluate regularly 
and, if needed, update the plans that they manage, that is to say, adapting them to the best 
practices of such field. 

“Financial exclusion is deeply linked to the social exclusion, due to the majority of the 
people who are in a situation of poverty or social exclusion, it is very difficult for them to 

access the financial services.” 
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THE SOLUTION 

The banking system can be defined as the degree of participation that the people and the 
companies have in the financial formal services that a country offers. Its degree of 
importance takes root in a measure that a population has more of a banking system, the 
levels of economic growth are superior, providing that while it is major, the access to the 
financing of the economic agents, it turns into a mechanism to increase such productive 
capacities and to improve such levels of income.

 

The banking system is directly related to the meaning of incorporation. A major access of the 
population of minor income to the financial services can be turned into a decrease of poverty, 
allowing them to take part in activities to improve their income and to promote saving.

 

Between 2011 and 2014 the percentage of adults who had an account went from 51% to 62%, a 
trend that meant an increase of 13% of points in the account ownership in developing countries 
and for the role played by technology. Especially, the accounts of mobile money managing in 
Africa to the south of the Sahara, these are helping to extend and intensify rapidly the access to 
the financial services. Parallel to these advances, such information also reveals big opportunities 
to stimulate the financial incorporation of the women and the poor people. 
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SOLUCIONES POSITIVAS  

• The creation of an Entity specialized in Electronic Deposits puts end to so many problems. 

• Open a new market niche in the financial business that in the beginning were vetoed to the small 
and medium investors and entrepreneurs. Thus giving the opportunity, to the stagnant 
microeconomy, a way of opening new horizons to our innovative decentralized banking system. 

• The base to this electronic banking is the Blockchain, which allows us to include this part which 
the Central Banks cannot due to its high management costs. 

• Lux Ant Digital, through the new technology of "Smarts Contracts”, replaces the traditional 
contracts. Minimizing this way, the high costs of commissions of third parties, in a simpler, quicker 
and more secure way. The smart contracts execute any sort of agreement between two or more 
intermediaries in an autonomous way, decentralizing the management between both parts. 

The solution is found, once created the network ERC-20 of which you dispose of a great digital 
programming system, to which we call "Smart Contract".
 
Smart contracts are programs that execute registered agreements between two or more brokers, 
they are designed with an autonomous technology, that decentralizes the management that 
corresponds to the parties involved with the contract, programmed with a series of codes that 
cannot be deciphered or changed in any way, because their autonomous technology is 
responsible for assigning compliance with the variables, in order to obtain the best results. 
By substituting human management for the intelligence of a system that has the ability to account 
for, determine, and automatically secure the conditions of a contract at a lower cost, it is possible 
to determine that artificial intelligence has become a better option.


Our trained infrastructure of experts specialized in heritage management, offer a wide range of 
solutions for the most studied diversification and analyzed every detail. 

We started to work on the project, as we can observe, the integration of the banking industry to 
the innovation of the digital age, it is obstructed by the bad monetary practice of the financial 
centralized system. Demonstrating an attitude opposed to the acceptance of the new digital 
technology. 


This means that only a few can have access to wealth management by specialized companies. All 
this limitation, forces us to grow in an elitist and separatist world and we end up playing part in 
this monopoly. 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PRODUCTS & SERVICES  




 

The function to create an EDE, allows the 
user to be able to operate in a decentralized 
way, without depending on a third one who 
executes their operations, to link this on-line 
account with an official bank account, gives 
the user the power to work with FIAT to 
continue supporting/managing with the use 
of cash.

 

To give this main function services, a series 
of added products, the App linked to the 
account of the user which will allow people 
to work from their telephone, in which they 
will be able to manage to send money (Euro, 
dollar, Ethereum, Tokens, etc.), to make 
payments of any type (receipts, lists, etc.), to 
make on-line purchases, to save, to request 
micro-lendings and above all. Everyone will 
be able to make operations such as dealing 
with any type of currency by means of our 
platform. To all this, it is allowed to add the 
Alux Bank's own totally secure payment 
card.

 

The society wants to create a secure 
network of local collaborators as a service 
point of Alux Bank, to be able to make any 
sort of transaction. At the same time, we 
also want to establish ATM machines for 
such services. All this will be integrated by 
means of a Smart Contract.
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Electronic Banking platform with own account of official bank 

 

 

In the middle ground is the business of 
electronic money, which are not banks 
or Fintech, but have the ability to 
operate as both they comply with the 
provisions of the  Law 21/2011 of 
electronic money and obtain the 
required license to issue and processing 
digital money. According to this law, "it 
means that electronic money is stored 
e l e c t r o n i c a l l y o r m a g n e t i c a l l y 
representing a claim on the issuer which 
is issued on receipt or funds for the 
purpose of performing operations and 
services and be accepted by another 
physical or electronic money issuer.


The EDE calls require an even more 
powerful technology platform than the 
Fintech to comply with the rules of 
security, prevention of money laundering 
and operational risks, for instance. And 
on the other hand, they may operate as 
many financial institution are currently 
doing with their different models of 
mobile banking, with the required 
approvals of activity.  This places the 
EDE in a competitive advantage to 
additionally provide services "and 
regulatory core banking", which for now, 
the Fintech is not authorized to perform.
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 DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM FOR 
ELECTRONIC BANKING


Electronic banking is a telematics service 
provided by financial institutions whose 
mission is to enable its customers to 
perform operations and transactions with 
their products, independent, secure and 
fast real-time autonomously

.

We want to present the electronic banking 
service for both businesses and individuals, 
with businesses and freelancers that make 
more intensive, dynamic and professional 
use as it offers greater convenience and 
speed in their daily management. The most 
common operations within the electronic 
banking range from transfers and sending 
a n d re c e i v i n g fi l e s o r n o t e b o o k s 
management to see the movements of the 
accounts, among many others.  Electronic 
banking offers a number of advantages that 
create value:


• Comfort and availability 24 hours a day.

• Global Access.

• Speed and time savings.

• Cost savings for both the bank and the 

customer.

• Transparency of information.

• Offer customized products and services.

• Very low fees

EMISIÓN DE SOLUCIONES DE PAGO  
 

With the platform Lux Ant Digital presented 
as an Electronic Banking, you can build 
close relationships with customers, 
suppliers, family, etc. and control the 
experience of buying, selling, sending 
money and / or digital assets from login to 
the end of the transaction.


Lux Ant Digital is integrated into your 
regular operations experience and allows 
customers to use their credentials 
commonly used to identify and transact on 
the website.

To all this, we add the low costs of 
transaction fees which traditional banks do 
not offer, their workers were involved as 
third parties in transactions. Lux Ant Digital 
Smart Contract apply where intermediaries 
do not exist and thus reduce service costs.


Like other services, we have designed 
issuing microloans with a pre-feasibility 
study of the customer upon request and all 
at a single cl ick, using the Smart 
Contract. This will reduce the costs of the 
interests of each of the loans requested by 
ensuring the comfort and ease of fees to be 
amortized.
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APP para gestionar tus fondos (con módulo para recopilar datos 
biométricos del usuario + API para terceros).  

 

Lux Ant Digital wants to make the network of 
products and services go one step further. It 
uses its own APP where all the users, once 
registered, will be able to perform any type 
of operation by using it. Those users with 
identification problems will be able to sign in 
using the protocol checks; such as facial and 
voice recognition. 


With the APP Alux Bank, you will be able to 
carry out negotiations such as the sending of 
money, saving, collections of lists or other 
payments, currency conversions, on-line 
purchases and requests of micro-lending's, 
as well as others.


In the same APP, it will be possible to find a 
portal of social network, where there will be 
access to only those that are clients of Alux 
Bank. The portal mentioned previously will 
allow all those users that need to make a 
publication.

 

We are seeking to create the opportunity to 
make your own profile allowing you to 
interact with others. However, also allowing 
you to make your profile private in case of 
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TECHNICAL PART OF THE BIO-IDENTIFICATION OF THE APP:


The bio-identification is obligatory to create an account. The 
process consists in taking photos, recording videos of the user 
using facial gestures and using speech recognition.  

The chosen software works with the hardware provided by 
Android 5.0, totally useful with attainable devices and equipped 
with a frontal chamber and microphone.  
The user will be able to gain money by inviting friends and start 
doing transactions. In addition, we enable the possibility for them 
to earn a living using their mobile phones, which makes it more 
impressive. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:


1) Mobile APP (Android, since it is in use in 95 % of the market of the 
underdeveloped regions).


2) Software for authentication (every "part" of the information of every person will 
have to be stored in an encrypted and decentralized way).


- To satisfy these two conditions, it is enough to create the applications and buy 
the license rights for the best available Bio-ID solution. 


3) The procedure of identification and authentication will have zero costs for the 
final users.


- To comply with the third condition, it is enough to specify in the protocol that 
the nodes/hubs that they must add "parts" of a new person in his database 
and support such synchronized databases. 

4) The transactions will have zero costs for the senders. 
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COMPLETELY SECURE PAYMENT CARD 

 

The innovative emission of debit card payment, it 
allows us to give the approach to design a 
simpler card. This action is functional, without 
the need of a chip and/or a pin, using a simple 
QR code that Alux Bank links directly with said 
bank account. 


The efficiency will allow the extraction of cash 
from any cashier Alux Bank and for the future 
central banks associated with it, as well as the 
payment in any small or great trade, only with the 
simple gesture of spending the QR code


It will be based on a card without GO making it 
easy to detach it from the account in case of loss 
or theft, it is as simple as entering the online 
platform and canceling the stolen or lost card.


The cards Alux Bank collaborators of the 
company will be available for all the traders as 
well as requesting through the APP. 


ALUX BANK

Card Number

4455 6677 8899 4334
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Service of sending money with the minimal cost of commission and 
maximum speed without intermediaries. 

The method of sending money is used every day, due to the fact that many people do 
not have bank accounts, they could use the services  mentioned above. 

Who uses the money sending service? 

Any person who needs to send or to receive money in a fast and secure way.  

People who help relatives 
or friends.

Business people that need 
to send or to receive money 

rapidly for their work.

Travelers in an emergency 
situation.

Someone who wants to send 
a gift in cash..

The traditional methods request identification in case of receiving the money and extracting it as cash, bearing in mind 
the limitations of international transfers, and the limitations of extraction in cash. Throughout this process, the person 
waiting to receive the amount of money should have access to the money sent because of the lack of transportation.

In Alux Bank, we offer the possibility that any person in the world can receive money without their geographical location 
being of importance.

The method of automatic conversion of our platform will do the change without an intermediary


The fast and easy execution of Smart Contract's that will perform the operation with the minimal commissions and 
maximum rapidity without forgetting the high safety.
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Physical ATMs throughout the world  

To execution of  the inverse 
service to the previous one, 

to carry out the conversion of  
currency for Ethereum or 

Bitcoin 

To deliver cash and to receive 
FIAT in Alux Bank's APP  

Conversion of  
cryptocurrencies as 

Ethereum or Bitcoin, for the 
currency that the solicitor 

needs

To recharge Alux Bank's cards 
by means of  the cashier

 

To execute the inverse service 
to the previous one, to carry 

out the conversion of FIAT and 
to receive cash in an instant  

Lux Ant Digital wants to implement a cashiers' network ATM in the whole 
world. 


The functions of the cashiers will be:
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Business Network with our brand (like tobacconists, newsagents, 
shopping centers, etc 

 

The main idea of causing the growth of the 
Alux banking network is a way of promoting 
its use, collaborators for the contracts with 
professionals and companies for the 
issuance of cards and recharge them.


The vision will focus on the chains of 
shopping centres, streets, in every country, 
bookstores, at the gas stations, cabins, etc. 
This way we will be able to be closer to our 
users. 
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SECURED MICRO-LANS 
 

With the platform of Digital Lux Ant presented as 
an Electronic Banking, you will be able to begin 
relationships with your clients, suppliers, 
relatives, etc, and to control the experience of 
purchase, sale, sending of money and/or digital 
assets from the beginning of the session until the 
end of the transaction.


Lux Ant Digital allows the clients to use their 
credentials of habitual use and to identify and to 
make transaction on their web. To all that, we will 
charge the minimum costs for the operations. In 
Digital Lux Ant we apply the Smart Contract, 
where the intermediaries no longer exist and this 
way we reduce services costs.

We have designed the emission of micro-
lendings with a previous study of viability for the 
client who requests it and everything aT one 
click, using the Smart Contract. 


This will allow cheaper costs for the interests and 
guaranteeing the comfort and the facility of the 
fees to be redeemed.
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 HOW TO USE IT  

The user/client once he/she has passed the 
biometric level recognition and will enter the Alux Bank 

platform.  The user which does not desire to take part in the 
portal will be able to decide at any given moment is their profile is 

private or public.


As we mentioned before, the entry will reflect all the different publications 
of the users; the launching of new startups, for new business or 

extension, requesting a micro-loan both from individuals or 
companies, etc.


Publications will be related to new investments and 
requests for micro-lendings. According to the 

profile of each user, it will create a type of 
request or other one due to his needs.

IN 
CASE A 

MICRO-LOAN IS 
REQUESTED 

  


On the other hand, the profiles will be 
interested in helping and collaborating in 

covering the requests needed, this is one way in 
which we want to give the capital to other users to be able 

to proceed with the lending or investing in some published 
project, it will be able to be done by means of the Smart Contract 

integrated inside Alux Bank's platform.


 The lending profile will proceed to accept the request directly with the 
plaintiff, without intermediaries, saving itself high costs of 

management and improving the process thanks to the rapid 
response of the smart contracts.


Once the request is closed, the plaintiff of the 
same one, will proceed to the returning of 

the lending in the margins established 
and marked in the agreement 

with its due interests.
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COLLABORATION WITH FINANCIAL ENTITIES 


Lux Ant Digital will link part of its projects to collaborate with financial institutions, thus it will grant 
facility of integration inside the operative official ones. Our approach in working with central banks 
and endorsing digital additional coins will be our principal aim will be financial- economic and 
social incorporations, this will help us to endorse initiatives at a much greater scale and as 
microeconomies, at the same time that we will be able to improve the international transactions. 
Definitively, we will be able to offer the above mentioned financial institutions, the systems and 
infrastructure to integrate or to issue its digital coin, as well as the products in order that clients 
interacts with said currency in multiple ways.


Finally, the information gathered by the central banks from our platform will provide the necessary 
information to manage and to regulate the mentioned system in a totally effective way.  

ALUX BANK
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The Market 
 

 
NO ACCOUNT WITH ACCOUNT

There exists more than a third part of the world 
population, which does not possess any access 
to financial formal services. The great majority of 
them are in the developing economies of Sub-
Saharan Africa, the Middle East, Oriental Asia, 
and the region of the Pacific.


The underdeveloped banking infrastructure, the 
high cost of the financial services and of the 
distances from and towards the bank branches, 
the lack of identifications, the low income and 
rates of literacy, the frequent civil conflicts, and 
even the wars are all factors which contribute to 
the low level of presence of bank branches out 
of the urban principal centers in these 
economies. 

This is an incredible opportunity for all the parts involved (if we were allowed to gain access to the international 
capitals, Africa for example might be capable of growing faster than it does now. In the same way, the companies out 
of the continent would be qualified to do business with a great number of people, who until now have not been 
exposed virtually to products and financial foreign services). To have a lot of people isolated from the international 
capital presents a great opportunity lost for these people as well as for the international community. This growth, 
though it is rapid, it continues being severely blocked by the lack of access to financial formal services. 


The people who seek to initiate their own business or, for example, to start saving money, cannot obtain a credit or a 
deposit account, respectively. Without the bank companies, the transfer of money also  prevented, in most cases there 
is the physical presence of both counterparts required.


The people who seek to initiate their own business or, for example, to start saving money, cannot obtain a credit or a 
deposit account, respectively. Without the bank companies, the transfer of money also  prevented, in most cases there 
is the physical presence of both counterparts required. 
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Furthermore promising that the crypto-currencies 
themselves are the diverse projects constructed 
on them. Whereas the crypto-currencies 
themselves are useful, they have some 
disadvantages such as the high volatility of the 
prices.  

The Smart Contract of Ethereum's network offers 
a simple way of transferring values. They can be 
sent to any place at a very low cost. Identification 
or a bank infrastructure is not necessary to use 
them: all you need is a smart telephone with 
access to Internet to send money across the 
continent and the world.
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Understanding the problems of a client which does not have a bank/unbanked, the 
developers have elaborated the functions so that one is assured that the product will 
remain accessible for people who are unrolled in the economies which is developing. 


A simple system of facial and/or voice recognition provides a method of authorization 
for people without identity documents. In addition, an egalitarian system of Tokens's 
emission, already realized, allows the incorporation of familiar units with low income.
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Our goal 

OUR AIM FOR THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

 

To give the possibility of 
offering work at a distance 

and economic growth 
increasing the saving and 
the capacity of lending.  

To minimize the inequality of 
classes. 

The equality of genre will be 
established promoting the 
financial electronic activity 
to women increasing the 

control on their own funds 
and business. 

To improve the quality of 
the education by means of 

immediate access and 
capacities of payment. 

Innovation and 
infrastructure: the electronic 

finance will allow the 
creation of new business 

and products. 

To reduce the level of poverty.  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THESE PREVIOUS ASPECTS WILL HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF 

The economic situation in the 
countries of the third world will 
reduce the immigration that the 

advanced economies face, 
particularly in the European Union, 

where enormous tensions are created 
in the social well-being systems and 

the high costs associated to the 
problem.  

As a viscious circle, this would 
provoke that the companies out of 

the continent would have more oped 
doors for themselves when business 
delas with a great number of people, 
trades and markets, which util now 
has not been exposed virtually to 

products and financial foreign 
services.  

“Alux Bank is neither a well-being or a charity, but we try to give the ideal solution to the people 
in order for them to change their lives and to go out of the high economy in taking part in a new 

digital economy which they can help to construct/build, and it opens the doors for a second 
niche of market for those already developed countries.”  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BUSINESS MODEL 

Lux Ant Digital has designed two strategies to generate income, the activate one and the passive. 

Active model: 

Personalized development of the Tokens.
Own Trading Robot.
ATM’s Manufacture with personalizad software.
Custody of digital assets in the surest and most transparent form.
Consultancy and Advising of Digital Assets. 
Service of dealing with digital assets (exchange)
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Pasive model:  

We have created the offer of the development of 1 Billion of Tokens ALUX, which has as an aim, 
inicially, to give liquidity to the company to be able to achieve our intentions. In the same way, the 
sale of said token will be able to be negotiated, once passed the period of Pre Sale, in several 
exchanges rates that will be quoted. 

The buyer of Tokens, in order for the Company recognizes the quality as a partner and the he/she 
could exercise the rights as a partner and especially the collection of dividends will have to be 
justified in the corporate web of the company, accrediting the fulfillment of all the legal 
requirements KYC and AML that are established in the legislation of the country that exercises the 
headquarters.  

ALUX Tokens Contract 

0x42CEE7DD9B47C2ceE35ca996a712E8c99471d46f 

 

We can allow ourselves to say that although not the whole world knows how to manage the new 
technologies, we have entered a new age, where the current generations are born, grow and learn 
by means of all kinds of technologies. Because of this, it is important that we can advance 
ourselves to the use of new financial systems, and take the step into understanding, that we 
cannot maintaining ourselves in the traditional banking system since we would be committing a 
serious mistake. 


“To continue evolving maintining the current banking system, is like trying to make 
ourselves believe that a Seat 124, can be an electric car. There are things that are not 

functional and that can bring many problems as the days go on. Thus we find ourselves 
obliged to evolve simultaneously with the new technologies.” 

Nancy Herrera - CEO Founder Lux Ant Digital 
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Present RESULTs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corporate 
Website with 
access to the 
user / client 

Bot de 
Trading's 

Development + 
IA 

Management 
service of 

dealing with 
digital assets

Custody 
service of 

digital assets 

Service of 
consultancy 

and advising of 
digital assets.


ATM's's 
Manufacture 
under order. 

Bounty 
Campaign

Activation of 
sale of tokens 

Module of 
purchase for 
tokens inside 

the web

Development 
and activation 

of tokens 
created  

The creation of 
the constitution 

of the 
company 

Collaboration 
with external 

managers

Airdrop 

“Nowadays we have a clients' portfolio which since the beginning of the company, 
all our services have been used by the society/clients.” 
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GROWTH STRATEGY 

 
PRIVADA PRE SALE  
RONDA 1

• Completed milestones: • Timeline: • Money tarjet

- Website

- Onepager & Short Version

- Whitepaper V1 & V2

- Token Dynamic + Token 

Supply Structure

- Jurisdicción Legal y Física 

- Initial Product Design

- Initial Market Partnerships

- Engagement Advisor

- 1th Marzo - 16th Junio - 100K

PRIVATE PRE SALE 
RONDA 2

• Completed milestones: • Timeline: • Money tarjet

- Alpha product working 
(tokenization stage)


- Video of the project

- Initial Community

- EDE Constitution

- External Management 

Procedures

- Bounty Campaign

- Whitepaper V3

- Airdrop

- Softwares & Patentes 

- 20th Junio - 31th Agosto - 1M
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PUBLIC PRE SALE  
RONDA 3

• Completed milestones: • Timeline: • Money tarjet

- Alpha product working 
(Exchange) + Beta 
tokenization part


- Whitelist ready with 10k 
users


- ANN Threrad in Bitcointalk

- Airdrop Launched out of 

Bitcointalk

- Bounty Campaign

- Promoting services

- 1th September - 31th 
October

- 1M - 2M

VENTA PÚBICA DEL TOKEN 
ROUND 4

• Completed milestones: • Timeline: • Money tarjet

- Beta Product (both Tokenization 
and Exchange)


- Team Completed (at last 10-12 
people on the website)


- First workout use case already 
working

- 1th November - 10M
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FINANCIAL NEEDS 

 

 

 

1M

External hiring 
specialized 
personnel 

 
As society expands, we are 

committed to selecting 
specialized staff in certain 
sectors to improve day by 

day and grow in the 
sector. 

New platform for personal users 
Lux Ant Digital 

 
Lux Ant Digital offers personal access for 
each of our clients. This access is offered 
from the control and management of the 

digital assets themselves, consultations with 
a 24/7 advisor, access to the company's 
accounts and various operations to offer 

absolute transparency to our 
services. 

Network expansion


We make society grow 
according to the needs of the 

team and the speed of 
evolution within the project.
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10M

Issuance of payment 
solutions: 

As other presentations, we have 
designed the emission of micro-lendings, 
both private and public, with a previous 

study of clients viability which requests it and 
everything is just one click away, by using 

the Smart Contract. This is going to 
cheapen the costs of the interests of 
each one of the requested lendings 
guaranteeing the comfort and the 

facility of the quotes.

Development of 
Electronic Banking 

platform: 

We want to offer the service of electronic 
banking both for companies and for 

individuals, being the companies and autonomous 
those who do a more intensive, dynamic and 

professional use since it offers them a major comfort and 
rapidity in their daily management. The most common 
operations inside the electronic banking system go from 
the transfers and the sending and receiving of the files or 
notebooks of management up to the consultation of the 
movements of the accounts, between others.

The electronic banking will offer a series of advantages 
of great value and, overcoat, we him will add the low 

costs of commissions for operations that the 
traditional bankings do not offer for his they 

involved as third operatives in the 
transactions. In Digital Lux Ant we 

apply the Smart Contract, 
w h e r e t h e 

Regulation constitution EDE: 

Regulation Constitution EDE: The principal 
practice of Digital Lux Ant is defined as a project 

that as a purpose looks for the necessary 
capitalization to manage  process’ of all kinds of 

licenses and permissions in the necessary jurisdictions to 
finally possess an EDE. In an intermediate area we find the 
of Electronic Money Entities, which are neither banks nor 

Fintech, but they have the aptitude to operate as a 
financial institution. It is done nowadays with different 

ways of mobile banking, with the obligatory 
authorizations of activity. It places the EDE in a position 

of competitive advantage to offer, in addition, 
services of " core and regulatory banking " that, 
for the present, the Fintech are not authorized 

to perform.
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I+D+i Plan 
25M

Global Regulated Financial 
Manager 

 
At this point, society is bound to have 
specialized personnel and regulated in 

the jurisdiction in which reside the 
seat of our electronic money 

institution.

Collaboration with a physical 
financial institutions 

Lux Ant Digital links part of their projects to 
collaborate with financial institutions thus 

granted ease of integration within the official 
operational.

Our approach in working with central banks and 
support additional digital currencies will be our 
main objective of financial, economic and 
social inclusion, this will help us support 

initiatives both at a large-scale and 
micro-economies, while improve 

international transactions. Desarrollo de ICO respaldada 
 

Lux Digital Ant studies and develops the best 
formula for an ICO "initial offering currency", 

looking its best functionality and wishing, in 2019 to 
integrate and make collaborating with any financial 

institution.


The intention is not losing the essence that wraps 
the decentralization being able to, adapt it as 

mean of payment and being accepted in 
multiple financial institutions worldwide. 
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WAYS TO PARTICIPATE


 

 

 

The participation of the 
shareholders is observed/

contemplated in the register 
of the founding partners, 

making the workers acquire 
special responsibilities inside 
the company and, financial 

partners of temporary 
character. 

An opened company: it is not the 
promoters’ objective/aim to 
monopolize the 100% of the 

transaction. 

The company is open to any 
type of idea to create 

change or improvement 
from investor interest.


The clients who only buy Tokens 
ALUX by means of the web, will 
not receive any type of dividend, 

unless they complete the forms of 
KYC and obligatory AML.

The interested investor will receive, 
not only the traditional actions in 
front of a notary, not only that but 
he/she will receive Token’s from 

that correspondant invested 
capital.
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tecHnologY 

Blockchain 

 

THE REALITY OF HIS KNOWLEDGE 
 

It’s a database, an accounting 
book, of which all who take part 
in the network will have a copy. 
The key to this technology is the 
consensus: if we all have the 
s a m e i n f o r m a t i o n , t h i s 
information is true. It registers 
a n d s t o r e s t r a n s a c t i o n s 
(transfers of information between 
entities inside the network), 
eliminating essentially the need 
of "reliable" and centralized third 
parties. This information can be 
digital currency, information of 
identity or any other type of 
structured information. 

Knowing how and when to start being self-sufficient in the virtual financial world involves many risks in the 
management of digital asset managements itself. There is a progressive learning curve which cannot be 
missed. 


New terms which have never been heard before, new interfaces created with maximum security, every day 
new cryptocurrencies, new ICOs including new Tokens, which we must know how to deal with them from 
knowing how to differentiate an ICO from a Cryptocurrency, to knowing the functionality of them, studying 
the usefulness of the Tokens and learning how to manage them. 


All this can lead to a risk due to the misuse of digital wallets and the loss of large capital. 


To all this we provide the solution on the management of digital assets, including training for each of its 
investors. The fact of not having time to review our own portfolios and funds means having to depend on a 
financial advisor specialized in the planning of digital assets which means being able to protect the assets 
against operational and fiscal risks. 
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SMART CONTRACT 

 

Smart contracts are programs that execute 
registered agreements between two or 
more brokers, they are designed with an 
autonomous technology, that is, that 
decentralizes the management that 
corresponds to the parties involved with 
the contract. 


A smart contract represents the constant 
evolution of technology, this is because it 
replaces the conventional contract, its 
autonomous design makes this type of 
agreement one of the safest inventions, 
because it allows investors to dispose of 
their capital in any business they wish to 
execute according to the established 
parameters, since the contracts can not be 
modified in any way. 

They are a strategy that builds digital 
agreements, programmed with a series of 
codes that cannot be deciphered or changed 
in any way, because their autonomous 
technology is responsible for assigning 
compliance with the variables, in order to 
obtain the best results. 


Due to this, the efficiency is increased, the 
security of the results, and a considerable 
reduction in relation to the cost of the 
contracts is obtained, this is due to the fact 
that conventional agreements must be made 
by a lawyer, who describes the variables, 
people being involved, scheduled dates and 
more. 


By substituting human management for the 
intelligence of a system that has the ability to 
account for, determine, securely and 
automatically secure the conditions of a 
contract at a lower cost, it is possible to 
determine that artificial intelligence has 
become a better option.
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SELF-CONTROL OF THE ACCOUNTS 

 

Privacity 

The transactions and the access to private 
information, as well as the identity of the user, 
require a private password and a biometric 
recognition that is exclusive for the user of the 
device.


Under no concept will third parties have access 
to the private passwords of the user, nor will he 
be able to act as the users, there will be no 
access unless previously allowed by said user. 


In addition, we are conscious of the challenges 
that guaranteeing privacy in a blockchain, and 
we will take advantage of all the functions of 
preserving the privacy, as the coding of 
information. In the situations in which there is a 
need to exchange information deprived from the 
user, an explicit authorization is requested from 
the user, and the only user that can authorize the 
above mentioned access with his private key.

The account holders of Alux 
Bank will find their own funds 

in the blockchain, and the 
users will be able to carry out 

transactions without the 
explicit approval of any 

intermediary or central entity, 
in an autonomous way. In 

other words, only the account 
holders have access to the 

key necessary accounts, and 
providing that they fulfill the 

rules established in the smart 
contracts that are 

administered by the network, 
the holder of the account can 
proceed with his own funds. 
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SAFETY RISK 

human resources 

On the basis of these errors and as a business philosophy, the following 
improvement elements are proposed with the aim of not only attracting the best 

professionals but also the best partners and, of course, the best customers:




 

 

 

Recruitment and 
retention of talent:  

Atonomous regime, 
variable remuneration 

according to 
commission for any 
employee based on 
company objectives 
set at the beginning 

of each year, 
indefinite hiring for 

the profiles 
associated with the 

development of 
softwares, etc.

360º 
Comunication: 

 

The professionals 
of Lux Ant Digital 

are specialists 
with extensive 

experience in their 
area so that 
operational 

decisions have to 
be shared, 

discussed and 
adapted if 
necessary.

Especialization: 

The target market 
must know Lux Ant 
Digital for its high 

expertise in software 
development and for 

its digital financial 
management but, 

unlike a large part of 
IT companies, this 
must be absolutely 
true. absolutamente 

cierto.

External Company 
image: 

  In line with this 
philosophy and since it is 

contrasted that the 
usability of new 

technologies and 
computer advances are a 

key factor of success 
when leading this sector, 
Lux Ant Digital intends to 

print a design image 
again, modernity and 

differentiation towards the 
market through a more 

corporate image.

We offer a innovative vocation: the reinvestment of profits is a priority objective to 
develop a catalog of innovative products so, to the extent of the possibilities, the 
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CONSTANT EVALUATION 

 

 

 

 

contingency plan 

Obtain 
the commercial 

possibilities that do 
not have to do with the 
core of the company 

focusing the attention of 
the whole team on the 

corporate 
development 

Strengthen 
relationships with 

partners with 
international 

capacity

Enhance the image and 
brand positioning focused on 

attracting the interest of buyers 
(Marketing, Advertising and 

Communication Managers of 
finalist companies) without 

neglecting the seriousness in the 
image printed by technology 

companies  

Special attention and 
critical monitoring of 

treasury. In case of raising 
external funds, assess the 

possibility of a financial 
manager contributed by 

the investor

Given the novelty of 
the technology and the 
shortage of specialized 

personnel, promote 
recruitment actions for students 

in recent courses or recent 
graduates who are trained by 

experienced staff already 
hired

Carry out a highly 
active competitive 
surveillance on the 

evolution of financial 
systems and 

regulations on digital 
assets 

We follow a management of continuity of business, in this way, to process the achievement of 
the capacity and maintenance of our company. It shapes a vital part of the safety management 
of information systems, planned and proven, that now knows itself more commonly as 
cybernetic safety. When we speak about continuity of the business we refer to the aptitude to 
survive the "bad things " that can have a negative impact on the company.
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Regulations & Obligatory 
fulfillment 

 

 

Kyc y aml 

The EDE calls require an even more powerful technology 
platform that Fintech to comply with the rules on security, 
prevention of money laundering and operational risk, for 
instance.  And on the other hand, they may operate as any 
financial institution it is currently doing with their different 
models of mobile banking, with the required approvals of 
activity.  This places the EDE in a competitive advantage to 
additionally provide services "and regulatory core banking", 
which for now, the Fintech are not authorized to perform.


As a regular entity, Digital Lux Ant promises to 
fulfil al l the necessary and obligatory 
requirements for the regulation KYC and AML, 
to detect any fraudulent use of money from 
suspicious activities. We understand KYC 
controls and processes the supervision that as 
an entity is to know his new and former clients, 
from what they devote themselves to and 
where said funds come from, with the intention 
of avoiding favouring commercial relations with 
people involved in crimes such as money 
laundering, terrorism, governmental corruption, 
crimes related to drugs, between others. 

 
KYC answers to a legal order of the financial 
institutions worldwide.

On the one hand, they must carry out a formal 
identification of the clients by means of the 
presentation of the ID card, passport and NIE 
for the foreign clients, as well as of the NIF. 

And on the other hand, they are obliged to take 
part in the main identification, that is to say, to 
know at all times who is behind a company 
that is opening an account, etc.


All these requirements, which are needed as 
much for new clients as for those that have 
been for a long time, they are constant and 
therefore from time to time the entity client can 
ask this information from anyone. 


I f t h e c l i e n t re f u s e s t o d e l i v e r t h e 
documentation needed by his bank, this one 
can stop giving him services and proceed to 
the closing of his bank accounts with the 
entity.
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Kcy Process 

 

Psd2 

The new implementation of the service PSD2 will bring one of the major changes 
of the latest years in the bank and financial industry, especially from the digital 
point of view and of the mobile applications.


 

Alux Bank believes accounts with digital 
identities integrated for all his users and it 
checks them across a compound process KYC. 
This validates the identities of the user and it 
they leads to the services according to the 
jurisdictional regulations of every country. There 
will be in use the model of biometric record by 
means of facial and vocal recognition, thing 
that will allow many people, that scarcely 
should have identification, to join the financial 
global system. 

The European Union adopted a new 
"board in services of payment 
“ (PSD2), improving the existing rules 
and, especially, promoting the 
payments via the mobile and through 
the Internet, in an attempt to 
bringing the bank companies over to 
the new digital times in financial 
matter and of payments. It is now, in 
2018, when all these procedures 
come into force, and that will 
suppose an important enough 
change of which we will begin to be 
conscious of soon. 


This one service allows us to 
authorize simply the trade where you 
carry out the purchase in order that it 
authorizes payments in your name 
across a bank account. For it, the 
trader and bank will be able to 
communicate across an API without 
needing to appeal intermediaries as 
Visa or Mastercard that, till now, 
were those who were loading the 
amount of the purchase in the 
current account of the consumer. 

With PSD2, the holders of the 
account will be those who will give 
the permission in order that such 
information is accessed by a third 
party that has license to offer 
services of payment. With these 
permissions, it might seem that 
the intermediaries' elimination is 
now unnecessary to make the 
payments more vulnerable on line. 
But not beyond at all of the reality. 


The own board has established a 
set of safety elements, though 
some of them will not be binding 
until September, 2019 allowing the 
banks time in order that they can 
fit such technology. The check will 
be performed across two factors, 
between which they find a 
password, PIN code, the number 
of the card, the mobile phone and 
enclosed the scanning of the iris 
or the fingerprint. 

In fact, it is very probable that 
many applications of third 
parties carry out this check in 
only a step or even none, which 
will facilitate and make the 
process of purchase simpler on 
the part for the consumer. 

In addition, having to regulate 
the access to the bank accounts 
of the consumer on the part of 
third parties, some technologies 
are avoided as the Screen 
Scraping, which they take part 
in tracking the information of the 
clients for a normal user and 
later this information is used to 
facilitate access or to reduce the 
time checking and analyzing, for 
example, to grant a lending.
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Lux Ant Digital S.L. has developed a digital 
token, which is an intelligent contract provided 
by the Ethereum network.The name of said 
token is “Alux Digital” and it’s ticker is ‘ALUX’. 
The Token has been certified and checked by 
developers of the the standards of Ethereum. 
The tokens are managed like an Ethereum 
purse, and they work the same as a virtual 
coin, meaning that every movement or 
transaction is registered. 


The buyer of tokens, in order that the company 
recognises him as a quality partner and that he 
may be able to make usage of his rights and 
mostly the special payments of dividends will 
have to be justified in the corporate web of the 
company. Proving the compliance of all the 
existing legal requirements KYC y AML that 
establishes the current legislation in the 

The token is of free usage for members as well as third 
members and there i s no need fo r any pr io r 
communications with the remaining shareholders.


With the view to equip the equity of the token, the 
shareholders authorize the administrator so that he 
can request the contribution of the tokens in the 
specialized web pages online, being in compliance to 
the requirements of the foreign exchange offices so 
that they may list their quoting price. 
It is also approved, if the administrator finds it 
necessary, to hire the services of a Market Maker 
(market creator) with the aim to avoid abrupt or 
sudden movements on the price of the token. o) con 
el fin de evitar movimientos bruscos en el precio del 
token.
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• Description of the Project: Development of an EDE 

• Description of ALUX: Token created by Lux Ant Digital to 

poses the necessary liscenses to create the final project. 

• Symbol Ticket: ALUX

• History of the Token: Token ERC-20 in the Blockchain of 

Ethereum 

• Total quantity of Tokens ALUX: 1 Billon tokens

• Transaction of tokens not sold: Will be burnt

• Cryptocurrencies accepted as a sale of Token ALUX: 

Ethereum & Bitcoin

OWNERSHIP & CUSTODY OF TOKEN

The proposal for the creation of the 
Tokens ALUX aims to provide Lux 
Ant Digital with liquidity and be able 
to carry out the purposes. In this 
way, the sale of the Tokens ALUX 
can be negotiated after the pre-sale 
period, in several exchanges.

The buyer of tokens, in order that 
the company recognises him as a 
quality partner and that he may be 
able to make usage of his rights 
and mostly the special payments of 
dividends will have to be justified in 
the corporate web of the company. 
Proving the compliance of all the 
ex i s t i ng l ega l r equ i r emen ts 
established by the country that 
holds the company. 
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The smart contract is registered indefinitely in the Ethereum network at the following link:


https://etherscan.io/address/0x42cee7dd9b47c2cee35ca996a712e8c99471d46f

Project description Development of an EDE

ALUX Description Token created by Lux Ant Digital to poses the 
necessary liscenses to create the final project

Symbol Ticket ALUX

History of Token Token ERC-20 in the Blockchain of Ethereum

Start Date Private Round: June 20 - August 31

Public presale: 1 from Sept.2018 - 31 Oct.2018

Fina Date Public sale: November 1 2018

Token ALUX Price After the presale

Total quantity of Tokens ALUX 1 Billon tokens

Address limit per coin Ethereum After the presale

Transaction of tokens not sold Will be burnt

Cryptocurrencies accepted as a sale of Token 
ALUX: Ethereum & Bitcoin

Ethereum (ETH) & Bitcoin (BTC)

https://etherscan.io/address/0x42cee7dd9b47c2cee35ca996a712e8c99471d46f
https://etherscan.io/address/0x42cee7dd9b47c2cee35ca996a712e8c99471d46f
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18 %

10 %

2 %
5 %

15 %

50 %

Public Sale
Team
Advisors
Bounties
POP
Reserve

8 %
7 %

5 %

20 %

20 %

40 % Software Development
Marketing & I+D+i
ETH Reserve
Legal Process Expenses
Community Development
Administration Expenses

USE OF PROCEEDS 

Tokens allocations 
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Timeline - token price 

 

TOKEN STARTS: 
01/09/18 

TOKEN ENDS: 
01/11/18

ORIGINAL PRICE 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20

BOUNTY % 70 % 40 % 10 % 0 %

TOKEN PRICE 0,06 0,12 0,18 0,20

PHASES TOKEN STARTS PHASE 2 PHASE 3 TOKEN ENDS

TIMELINE SEPTEMBER

1-15

SEPTEMBER

16-30

OCTOBER NOVEMBER

0

0,05

0,1

0,15

0,2

0 1 2 3 4

September 1-15 September 16-30 October November

$ 0,06

$ 0,12

$ 0,18

$ 0,20
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alux tokens avantages

100 to 10.000 Tokens 
*3 / months* 

20% discount on consulting services.


Free custody of your digital assets.


10% discount on the services of ALUX BANK.

10.001 to 100.000 Tokens 
*6 / months* 

Access to our Trading Bot manual.


35% discount on consulting services.


Free custody of your digital assets


10% discount on the services of ALUX BANK.
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100.001 to 1.000.000 
Tokens 

*2  / years* 
Access to our Trading Bot automated + IA with 

3% monthly earnings.


Annual fixed dividends of 10%.


50% bonus on consultory services.


Free custody of your digital assets.


10% discount on ALUX BANK services.

1.000.001 o más Tokens 
*Forever* 

You will receive shares of our company.


Access to our Automated Trading Bot + AI with 
5% monthly earnings.


Dividendos fijos anuales del 20%.
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Roadmap 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Our team 

 

Nancy Herrera 


CEO - Founder

Ariadna Julià  

Head of Finance &

Crypto Analyst

Anna Fàbrega 

Development 
Manager

Isaac Antonete  

Head of Marketing

Yamilé Ruiz 

Head of Customer

Service

Guillermo Granados 
 

Front-end Developer

& SEO

Asier Belaza 

Back-end Developer

& Security

Spyros Kekos  

Community Manager
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Advisors 

 

Juan Pablo Fernández 

ICO Expert

Marketing Specialist


Sergio Valcárcel 

Head of Business 
development


Javier Melero 

Head of Operations


Patricia Casado 

Consultory & Networks


Laura Sánchez 

Head of Legal &

Financial


Estefanía Mateo 

Business Analyst


Fuencisla Sanz 

Investment Analyst


Nicolás Campo 

Operations 
Management
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Conclusion 

From our point of view and the entire cryptographic 
community, the lack of innovation within the field of 
financial heritage management, means we remain 
anchored to the past. The opportunity that is being 
offered to us to start being part of the leaders of the 
new digital era has never been so great and 
enormously beneficial for all. 


This access to technological modernization 
manages to alter the commercial models of the 
banks themselves by significantly reducing costs 
and greatly boosting market share gains through the 
digital acquisition of customers. 


Lux Ant Digital has integrated in the project the 
creation of an EDE (electronic money entity), which 
will be focused on economies of scale, the 
elimination of commissions from third parties and in 
offering basic banking services such as savings and 
loans. To carry these objectives to term, Lux Ant 
Digital will request additional banking, licenses and / 
or partnerships in key jurisdictions to be able to 
operate with different fiduciary currencies and 
facilitate international transactions without the need 
for third party commissions. It will also provide 
innovative services both for individual clients 
(savings) and for businesses (cash flows). 


Lux Ant Digital does not forget cash as payment 
methods in developing countries, that is why we 
have anchored a network of existing retailers to 
maintain this service. A network of agents as well as 
service stations, tobacconists, etc. Each of them will 
have an account with Lux Ant Digital to facilitate 
said operations and services. In turn, they will have 
payment cards issued directly by the company, 
which can be used as an option for withdrawals and 
deposits at most ATMs available throughout the 
world. 


The ability to have deposits and issue loans is 
understood as the basis of any banking system, 
even so, we know that it is very difficult to access 
this sector due to the compliance requirements 
especially of the capital. That is why Lux Ant Digital 
has as a goal the success previously analyzed in the 
acquisition of licenses and collaborations and in this 
is the way to be able to execute the estimated 
operations without there being a limitation for the 
amount of initial capital. Therefore, it is very 
important that Lux Ant Digital access the market 

Nowadays, every investor asks for a more personal 
experience, immidiate and with more adjusted 
commissions. The entire shipping process to this 
new era facilitates this whole procedure. Without 
limitations of users or financial advisors that left 
thousands of customers in the dark and without any 
control over their financial decisions. 


In the next two years the new generation of the 
millennium will begin and we will be adapted to all 
the technologies that digital evolution brings us.


We can confirm that Blockchain technology, little by 
little, is classified as a system that offers many 
tailored solutions.


Only a few have the necessary knowledge to 
manipulate them minimizing risk and very few are 
prepared to tune in to one of the greatest digital 
achievements in history. In short, we should rebuild 
the entire centralized and obscure financial system 
like the one we have had to date, through a fully 
transparent and decentralized system. 


Lux Ant Digital maintains a Business Continuity 
Plan, fully being analyzing and developed previously, 
which includes crisis communications, whether it be 
informational systems, support services or 
operations. 


We seek to obtain the greatest security in our 
software, its improvements and daily updates. At the 
same time we offer a simple service to use for any 
type of audience. 


We work with all regulations in compliance to have 
an equitable operation. As a regulated entity, Lux 
Ant Digital will comply with all the mandatory 
requirements for the KYC (know your client) and the 
AML (prevention of money laundering) with the 
relevant program developed to detect any 
suspicious activity.
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Disclaimer 

This document is for informational purposes only and nothing in it constitutes an investment, legal 
tax or other advice. You are responsible for your personal investments. While we try to provide 
accurate information, under no circumstances Lux Ant Digital and all its members, or partners can 
guarantee the integrity or accuracy of the content, nor its usefulness for any particular purpose. 
Therefore, Lux Ant Digital and its members, collaborators and partners do not give a guarantee, 
nor do they accept responsibility for causing any injury or damage that may be caused or incurred 
by using the information detailed in this document. All information and content provided in this 
document must be used as it is. Please review in full all the information provided in this place and 
be applied according to your particular circumstances. None of the information provided in this 
document is intended to be used to replace professional advice and users are advised to seek 
such advice before making a decision. It will depend solely and exclusively on the user if the 
advice is safe and appropriate for his particular situation. The backed statements are not real 
returns and there is no guarantee that the previous returns will persist and / or generate future 
returns. No positive or other recommendations will be made regarding the individual values or 
tokens mentioned in this document. The accuracy of the information provided that has been 
obtained from sources that are considered reliable is not guaranteed. The information contained in 
this document is intended only for the use of the person to whom Lux Ant Digital has provided the 
material. Lux Ant Digital is not an investment advisor, a bank or an intermediary and, therefore, 
does not participate in the offering, sale or distribution of securities, nor does it provide any 
investment advice. This document is using cookies. Without funnel Lux Ant Digital does not 
collect personal data. We do not promise that our content or service will be delivered to you in an 
interrupted, timely, secure or error-free manner. The user acknowledges, understands and accepts 
that the tokens are not values and are not registered in any governmental entity as a guarantee, 
and should not be considered as such. There is nothing that ensures that the tokens will grow in 
value. There is also no guarantee that its price will not decrease, due to some unforeseen events, 
or situations over which developers have no control, or due to circumstances of force majeure.


